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I Even Feel Tired In My Dreams

I have to finish the tennis match but just want to sleep. Small dogs leap up and 
latch onto my arms. I want to lie down, let them have me. But if I die before my 
mom she’ll never forgive me. 
 
I can see my pulse pounding right through the skin. How minor can a heart 
attack be? Can you have one in your sleep and not die or even start? Just sleep 
right through it like a too-soft alarm? ee ee ee …
 
I often smoke in my dreams. Am a dancer. Eat meat.  
 
Every heartbeat is a minor attack. An army inside me is waging a war of 
attrition. How many blips make an army? Tiny brute-hearted army. The faster 
your metabolism, the shorter your life span. I’m down there with lab mice. I 
empathize completely. 
 
Concordance: “right through.” As in a trapdoor. My mom is going to die. The 
word lupus means “wolf.” 
 
Most commonly named wish that is also a fear: to die in one’s sleep.

I Even Feel Tired In My Dreams

I have to finish the tennis match but just want to sleep.
Small dogs leap up and latch onto my arms. 

I want to lie down, let them have me. 
But if I die before my mom she’ll never forgive me.
 
I can see my pulse pounding right through the skin.
How minor can a heart attack be?

Can you have one in your sleep and not die or even start?
Just sleep right through it like a too-soft alarm? ee ee ee …
 
I often smoke in my dreams. Am a dancer. Eat meat.
 
Every heartbeat is a minor attack. How many blips 
make an army? Tiny brute-hearted army.

The faster your metabolism, the shorter your life span.
I’m down there with lab mice. I empathize completely.
 
Concordance: “right through.” As in a trapdoor.
My mom is going to die. The word lupus means “wolf.”
 
Most commonly named wish that is also a fear:
to die in one’s sleep.
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---[ In a Sky Full of Seething Holes ]---

——Mirror! Mirror! Help Me Put On My Cold Blue 
Lips——

& Masturbate

& here in the center a rat laps at the light, perspires, 
profusely, and then drags off and laps at another. & 
here, in the center, there’s a giant reclining, dazed, 
on the cold stone—and he’s mechanically stroking 
his half-hard penis. And, here, there’s a great swarm 
of pale light dripping from his face. And here, now, in 
hazed, red light, the rat’s hallucinating—food, sex and 
shitting—as it crawls on to the giant’s stomach. Soaked. 
And trembling.

.  & Masturbate. .& Masturbate. .& Masturbate . 

Finaldraft

——O, Mirror! O, My Mirror! Help Me Put On My Cold 
Blue Lips——

& Masturbate

In the center a rat laps at the light, perspires, profusely, and then drags off and laps 
at another. In the center here’s a giant reclining, dazed, on the cold stone—and 
he’s mechanically stroking his half-hard penis. And here’s a swarm of pale light 
dripping from his face. And here, in the center, the rat’s hallucinating—food, sex 
and shitting—as it crawls on to the giant’s stomach. Soaked. And trembling.

& Masturbate

——O, Mirror! O, My Mirror! Help Me Put On My Cold 
Blue Lips——
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I have precious little time to write: my kids are little, and I’m likely to be 
involved in a zillion different projects at once. My process is something like 
training myself to orgasm on cue in a maelstrom. While supremely distracted 
by an air show. Zero to a hundred in a split second.

I often don’t remember I’ve written anything, so it’s kind of jaw-dropping when 
I come across a slew of poems that I don’t remember writing. I no longer have 
time to even make it to the bed, which is where I like to write.

This is supremely typical of my process—I’m a cannibalizer. Or rather, my 
poems are self-cannibalizing. They mutate. They eat each other. When I 
need to write, I get graphomanic and hugely restless. I obsessively jot down 
words. Words jostle up against each other—they become gluey objects that 
form little clusters, super-sticky monads. And then a bolt hits (see above), 
and I’m working the page. Cramming the monads into each other. The more 
improbable and outlandish the coupling, the more I like it. 

I mostly write at the level of the phrase, which now strikes me as odd.

I’m blessed with extraordinary students, and that’s a joy, but even if I weren’t, 
there are miraculous things in every piece of writing. Like, there’s always 
some strange or intriguing feature, even if it feels like a hiccup or a glitch on 
first read.

So as a teacher, I keep pointing to the miraculous things that surface. At 
whatever is singular to that poem. And I describe why I’m so intrigued. Why 
the piece sets me surging. 

The poem is trying to generate itself via the poet. According to its’ own laws. 
Poets are the unintended side-effects of poems. 

So I (or we, collectively) develop a first theory of each individual poem, rather 
than a first theory of poetry. Or a theory about what art is supposed to be. The 
more we do this, the more spectacular things reveal themselves.

Teaching is magical. It’s one of the luckiest things. 

Lara Glenum
Where/when did you write these? Do you have a particular writing space or 
routine? Is there an internal space you inhabit when you write or revise? How 
do you summon it?

I love the cell-division process shown here; these phrases mutating as they 
tear the initial poem into two, gobbling up new parts as they grow. Is this 
typical of your process? Can you talk about how this feels for you? 

Is there a specific way you encourage your students to reengage or revise 
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Elisa Gabbert  is the author of The Self Unstable, a collection of lyric 
essays (Black Ocean, 2013), and The French Exit, a poetry collection (Birds 
LLC, 2010). She lives in Denver. Follow her on Twitter at @egabbert.

Rauan Klassnik is the author of Sky Rat (Spork Press, 2014) and 
two Black Ocean books: Holy Land (2008) and The Moon’s Jaw (2013). He 
lives in a suburb of Seattle with his wife Edith and their dog Camilla.
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Lara Glenum is the author of five books of poetry: The Hounds of No, 
Maximum Gaga, POP CORPSE!, All Hopped Up On Fleshy Dumdums, and the 
forthcoming JUNK SHOT. She is also the co-editor, with Arielle Greenberg, 
of the anthology Gurlesque: the new grrly, grotesque, burlesque poetics. A 
second edition of the anthology, Electric Gurlesque, will be out in fall 2015. 
She teaches in the MFA program at LSU.

Rodney Koeneke’s Etruria is just out from Wave Books. Earlier 
collections include Musee Mechanique (BlazeVOX, 2006) and Rouge State 
(Pavement Saw, 2003). Recent work can be found in The Brooklyn Rail, 
Fence, Granta, Gulf Coast, The Nation, and at Harriet, where he was August’s 
Featured Writer. He lives in Portland, Oregon, where he teaches British and 
World History at Portland State. 

Valerie Joan Taylor  is a Southern born artist from Atlanta, Georgia. 
She paints as a vessel to experience and communicate what flies under the 
radar but is also sometimes right in our sight. Her paintings are inspired 
by movement, intuition, collective communication and how we sometimes 
store them as memories. The body poses are often awkward and reacting 
toward other objects within the work. She often thinks as her art as a story 
that is retelling itself in a circular motion. Her work is soft and light, but 
it also has eerie and dark components that speak truth and it all comes 
across as a sort of story telling realism. More of her work can be seen at  
valeriejoantaylor.virb.com


